Milano, 7-1-2015
Alba, distributing Mosaïque and Swamp brands, with more than 20 years of history, is leading
in the segment of fashion accessories; Mosaïque is the brand for clothing, Swamp is the brand
for leather accessories.
Mosaïque and Swamp are distributed in major European and world wide markets through a
selected number of clothing shops and monobrand stores.

Mosaïque collection for next FW is revisiting two of our most classical accessories, scarves
and socks.

Scarves are recalling an “ animalier ” feeling as they are proposing many patters with
animals designed; we are also revisiting our paisley heritage patterns with new feelings and
colours.
Bright new in the collection is a series of scarves in limited edition with hand printed patterns
and fully hand painted patters on a new fabric with a mix of wool and cachemire.
Mosaïque is proposing again also socks which have patterns in common with the rest of the
collection and are becoming an alternative for refined men during their leisure time

Swamp shoes collection proposes the classic products, like the "pedula", together with some

new items.
Unusual for 2014 is the match between leather and casentino fabric on the shoe upper;
casentino is a very characteristic and traditional fabric, water repellent and with a unique taste
and feeling.
In addition, Swamp is also proposing gaiters, made with casentino and optionally attached to
every shoe model.
Mosaïque stand at Pitti Uomo recalls the concept of travel and holiday; the design reminds the
old trunks with rubber bands to contain dresses: all the products are out, ready to touch and
ready to be compared.
This set up is one of the characterizing elements of Mosaïque and you can find it both in our
monobrand stores (i.e. St Tropez) and in the corners within selected shops and department
stores.
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